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 The game will feature many new features, enhanced graphics and an unparalleled level of realism. Archaeologists will be able to use the ruins of the ancient city to excavate the richest archaeological finds for their own glorious temples and pyramids. It will feature the same distinctive, addictive gameplay that the world has come to love, including fast-paced action, vast-scale building, deep cultural
simulation and addictive depth gameplay. * The game features brand new terrain deformation technology that gives the player greater freedom of construction. * The game will include brand new physics, animations, as well as a cutting-edge AI and scheduling tool. * The game will feature an entirely new interface that provides faster and easier access to key game features. * The game will feature
brand new visual effects, game cinematics and realistic graphics. * There will be a wide variety of well-rounded units, including horses, war elephants and chariots. Caesar™ IV: The Archaeology of the Lost World has been built from the ground up using Epic's groundbreaking Unreal™ Engine 3 technology. The Unreal Engine 3 is the most advanced game development engine available and allows
developers to create incredible 3D games that feature state of the art visual effects, realistic physics and authentic sound. The game will also be supported by Epic's game technology partner PopCap Games, which has a proven track record in bringing top quality games to players on the PC. Players will be able to explore and build upon the ruins of the lost world of ancient Egypt. Players will take on
the role of one of two historical generals - either Cleopatra, a beauty with wit, or Antony, a warrior driven by ambition. Players will choose their leader, build their empire, and then plunge the world into civil war as they compete for control. With the new advanced technology and the revolutionary gameplay, Caesar™ IV: The Archaeology of the Lost World will be the definitive in the ancient city

building genre. Mac OS: * Copies of this software may only be made and distributed to the users that have purchased them and who have registered their copy with us. * The registration key must be purchased from us. It is illegal to register this key without an approved license. * You may register online at this URL. Note: we currently do not support the registration of multiple copies of the same key.
* Licenses are non-transferable. * Windows and Mac OS copies of this software are available for $40.00 (plus shipping) 82157476af
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